
 

 
 

 

 

Government bonds - Sensitivity Analysis 

 
Even if a bond is finally redeemed at the promised nominal value (usually 100% of its face value), the 
price of it is subject to fluctuations during its lifetime. These price fluctuations are in direct negative 
correlation with the development of the (secondary) market yield for this sort of bond. If the market 
yield for this type of security increases (for example because the risk assessment made by market 
participants has deteriorated, or because the central bank’s key interest rate increased), the market 
price of already existing bonds of this type will decrease, until they feature the same market yield. 
Because the coupon of bonds is usually fixed, it is only possible to achieve the same higher market 
yield till final maturity for a new sale through a price reduction of the existing bond traded in the 
secondary market. 
 
This means de facto that bond prices decrease when the level of secondary market yields for this type 
of bond (type = comparable issuer/risk class/duration) rises. This price decrease is all the more 
considerable as the duration of the bond increases. The duration classifies the average capital lockup 
period in the bond, measured in years. The duration is above all determined by the remaining 
maturity of the bond – the longer the remaining maturity of the bond, the higher the duration of the 
bond and therefore the heftier the price decrease of the bond during an increase of the secondary 
market yield level. 
 
In addition, with the help of an example the sensitivity of the market price (rate) of a bond to a 
change of (secondary) market yields and furthermore increasing duration will be shown. 
 
 
 
Example: 
The table shows the resulting price decrease of a bond (starting from a price of 100%) from every 
combination of the duration of a bond and a given increase of secondary market yield levels. For the 
decrease of the secondary market yield level, the same sensitivity applies as shown in the table, only 
in this case the price of this bond increases by the same amount instead of decreasing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
Table 1: new price of a government bond, starting from 100%, for a given increase of secondary 
market yield levels (in percentage points) dependent on the duration of the bond. 
 

 
 

Specific example: 

If for example, like shown in the table above, the secondary market yield level for a bond with a 
duration of 5 years (column 5) increases by 0.5 percentage points (row 5), the market price of this 
bond will decrease by about 2.5% (difference between the new market price of about 97.5 vs. the 
original price of 100%). 

Typical reasons why the secondary market yield level should increase are for example an 
improvement of the economic outlook, the expectation that key interest rates will be increased in the 
near future by the central bank or even the fact that the central bank is actually increasing key 
interest rates.  
The secondary market yield level for a specific bond type can also increase, if the market’s risk 
assessment for this specific type of bond (for example Greek government bonds with a duration of 
about 5 years) deteriorates. In this case, the market will demand a higher yield to compensate for the 
higher risk it feels these papers entail. The secondary market yield level will increase accordingly as 
the market price of current bonds drops. Here, the same sensitivity numbers as presented in the 
previous table apply. 
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